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   Three body breakup reactions were studiedby measuring analyzing powers and continuous energy spec-
tra of particles emitted in the dd collision at 60 MeV. The angular distribution of analyzing powers and that 
of cross sections in the FSI region were compared with three body model calculations. 
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                       1. INTRODUCTION 
   At intermediate energies, the four nucleon reaction such as the 3He(p, pd)p quasi 
free scattering (QFS) was studied experimentally') and analyzed with a plane wave im-
pulse approximation (PWIA) calculation with a multiple scattering correction. In the 
case of the dd collision, energy spectra of emitted charged particles for the 2H(d, d)pn 
and 2H(d, p)2Hn reactions were obtained2) and analyzed with a four body theory assum-
ing a first Born approximation and reasonable results were obtained in the breakup 
cross sections. In the dd breakup reaction, there are two types of reaction, one is a 
target deuteron breakup process and the other is a projectile deuteron breakup process. 
Furthermore an effect of the final state interactions (FSI) is expected at the highest 
energy region in the continuous energy spectrum. Thus it is interesting to see the 
effects of these reaction types and the FSI in the continuous energy spectrum and analyz-
ing power distribution. 
   The purpose of the present experiment is to obtain experimental data of cross sec-
tions and analyzing powers for the 2H(d, d)'Hn inelastic scattering and 2H(d, p)2Hn 
breakup reaction. These data are analyzed with a three body theory. 
                 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
   A vector polarized deuteron beam from the AVF cyclotron of RCNP (Research 
Center for Nuclear Physics of Osaka University) was brought to a large scattering 
chamber. The beam energy was 59.8 MeV. The beam polarization was monitored by 
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           a polarimeter consisting of two  scintilationcounters set at 47.5 degrees symmetrically to 
           the beam direction and a carbon target °at`the focusing point of the beam course. The 
          average polarization was 54.2% through the data taking time ofthe experiment. A gas 
           chamber which was full of deuterium gas at 3 atm. had three windowsof 10 pm Havar 
           foil and was set at the center of the scattering chamber. A countertelescope was used to 
           detect charged particles and was set on a turn table. The telescopeconsisted of a AE 
          detector of 150 pm Si SSD and an E detector of 25 mm NaI(Tl) scitillator. A double slit 
            system made of lead was used. 
               Energy scales werechecked with energies of scattered deuterons for the 2H(d, d)2H 
           elastic scattering annd also checked with energies of recoiled protonsfor the 1H(d, p)2H 
           elastic scattering. 
              3. THEORETICAL CALCULATION FOR THE BREAKUP REACTION 
              The breakup amplitude in the FSI region can be written with a AGS equation 
           assuming the second Born approximation3) as, 
<Pfgf I U0aGo 1 aqi> = (1 — o pa) <Pa I tp I (Gggqp — qi)/CO> I ((qs — CeiNi)/C0)/ ICO 3 
—21t2KaD2pga<pp Itp (C9gq,-Cggqa)/Cqp> 
*<(Cga
yCgigi-qs)/CS toICPegi> T(0)/ICgP13,(1) 
                 Wm' CpSa[ 1—b19.3)/            a(Ka+iPpKa], (2) 
              cpaa= I C sic 9P IKa/[Ka2+(Cgggi-Cg igd)2/Ct2l1/2 
          Notation in Eq: (1) and (2) are the same as those in Ref. 3. The breakup cross section is 
          proportional to the absolute square of Eq. (1). In the case of inelasticscattering, the in-
          teracting pair 48 in the final channel is the same as the interactingpair a in the initial 
          channel. When the breakup process is caused through only one interaction of pair 5, 
          the cross section is proportional to the two body T matrix of pair a and it can be written 
             as, 
aolawaaEa CC (Ea • E RCM)1/2 17asa 12(aalaw)a: (3) 
          The first term (Ea • ERCM)1/2 comes from the phase space factor of three body breakup 
           reaction. To calculate the analyzing power for the breakup reaction, Eq. (1) must be 
          written in a spin state dependent form. But in the case of neglecting the spin state 
           dependence of the final state interaction, the analyzing power of the breakup reaction 
          can be reduced from the analyzing power for the two body scattering of pair a. 
                            4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
               Fig. 1 shows the continuous energy spectra and spin analyzing power distributions 
          for the 2H(d, d)pn inelastic scattering. At forward angles, the energy spectrum has a 
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Fig. 1. Angular dependence of continuous energy Fig. 2. Angular dependences of differential cross 
       spectra and that of analyzing powersection and analyzing power forthe 2H (d, 
       distributions for the 2H (d, d) pn breakup d)2H elastic scattering at 59.7 MeV. In 
       reaction at 59.7 MeV. Circles in the the upper half, the point at 0 is plotted 
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+Fig . 3. Angular dependences ofdifferential cross oz•isection and analyzing power for the 2H (d, +
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    sharp edge and a large bump in the highest energy region. Nonzero analyzing powers 
    are seen in this high energy region, and the angular dependence of analyzing power is 
    similar to that of the elastic scattering, which are shown with open circles in the figure. 
        Fig. 2 shows angular dependence of the cross section and that of the analyzing 
    power for the 2H(d, d)2H elastic scattering and Fig. 3 shows angular dependence of the 
    cross section and that of the analyzing power for the 2H(d, d)pn inelastic scattering in 
    the energy region from the breakup threshold to the excitation energy of 2.7 MeV. The 
    angular dependence of the inelastic cross section shows a forward peak and a rather 
    smooth distribution in comparison with that for the elastic scattering. The solid curve 
    in the upper half of Fig. 3 corresponds to the projectile breakup calculation and it can 
    not reproduce the experimental data. The dashed curve was calculated assuming the 
    target breakup process and normalized to the maximum cross section at the most for-
    ward angle. The forward peak is reproduced with the target breakup calculation. The 
    analyzing power of the dashed curve, which was reduced from the data of the  1H(d, d)1H 
    elastic scattering at 56 MeV4), shows an opposite sign to the experimental data for the in-
    elastic scattering in the angular range smaller than 90°. 
        Fig. 4 shows the continuous energy spectra and spin analyzing power distributions 
    of protons for the 2H(d, p)2Hn reaction. Large bumps are seen near the middle of the 
    energy spectrum at forward angles. The energy of the maximum yield is several MeV 
    lower than the optimum QFS energy which is estimated from the energy of recoiled pro-
    tons for the 1H(d, p)2H elastic scattering. The cross section shows a large forward peak 
    and this forward peak was reproduced by the single NN scattering in a four body model 
    calculation2). The analyzing power shows almost flat zero distribution. Therefore 
    these large bumps seem to be explained by the single NN scattering. Nonzero analyz-
    ing powers are seen in the highest energy region. The angular dependence of the 
    analyzing power at the highest energy is also similar to that for the 2H(d, p)3H two body 
    reaction as shown with open circles in the figure. 
        Fig. 5 shows the angular dependences of the differential cross sections and the 
    analyzing power for the 2H(d, p)3H two body reaction and the angular distribution 
    shows a diffraction like pattern. The data of analyzing power are smoothly connect 
    with the triton observed data for the 2H(d, t)'H reaction at 56 MeV5). 
        Fig. 6 shows the angular dependence of the cross section and that of the analyzing 
    power for the 2H(d, p)2Hn breakup reaction in the energy region from the threshold to 
    the excitation energy of 2.6 MeV. The cross section of three body break up process has 
    no diffraction like pattern. The curves in the figure show the calculated cross sections. 
    The curves are normalized to the maximum cross section in the experimental data. 
    The large forward peak is reproduced by the projectile break up calculation (the solid 
    curve) or the target breakup calculation (the dashed curve) as shown in the figure. The 
    curve for the target breakup process has the minimum cross section at 40° which is cor-
    responding to the minimum cross section for the dp scattering at 120°. 
        The experimental data of analyzing power has the same sign with the analyzing 
    power for the 2H(d, p)3H two body process. The solid curve of analyzing power cor-
    responding to the projectile breakup process was reduced from the data for the dp scatter-
    ing with polarized protons at 30 McV6' 7) and shows the same sign but the rather small in 
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   comparison with the experimental data. The dashed curve corresponding to the target 
   breakup process is reduced from the data with the vector polarized deuterons at 56 McV3). 
   In the case of target deuteron breakup process, the proton in the target is recoiled out 
   and detected. Therefore the proton angle 0 is corresponding to the angle 2r-0 for the dp 
   scattering center of mass system and the sign of analyzing power is opposite. Both 
   analyzing power calculations show the same sign as the experimental data in the range 
   from 40° to 90° as shown in Fig. 6. Eq. (1) is obtained assuming a three body model. 
   Hence, both processes can not be treated with at the same time but the experimental 
   data means that both processes seem to contribute in this breakup reaction. 
       In conclusion, the FSI is an important process of three body breakup reaction in the 
   dd collision and the FSI process is explained using the three body model of the multiple 
   scattering theory. The analyzing power of the inelastic scattering can not be explained 
   by the three body model calculation and more complete analyses are expected to 
    reproduce the experimental data. 
       This experiment was done at RCNP for the program No. of 25A11, and the data 
   were analyzed at the computer center of Institute for Chemical Research of Kyoto 
   University. 
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